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August 2003 

Dear Friends, 

I am pleased to provide you with a copy of the 2002-2003 Annual Report of the Health Careers Academy.  It 
outlines the many achievements and successes of our students and faculty, and identifies our priorities for the 
coming year. It is our opportunity to share with you our progress toward the mission of preparing Boston 
children to become the next generation of health care professionals.  

This has been a remarkable year for HCa. It was a year of outreach to the community -- through our first ever 
“To Your Health Jazzfest” fundraiser at Estelle’s in October, and the “HCa Take the Orange Line to Better 
Health” health fair and fitness walk at the Ruggles MBTA Station in May. It was a year of new partnerships – 
with the TJX Companies to bring the Dress for Success Program to HCa, with Children’s Hospital to engage 
our students in a Summer Work and Learn Program, and with the YMCA Central Branch to support Y 
memberships and activities for our students. And, most importantly, it was in February of this year that the 
Massachusetts Board of Education voted unanimously to renew the charter of the Health Careers Academy for a 
second five-year term.  We celebrate these milestones and approach the next five years with confidence that we 
are making progress to fully realize our mission. 

I invite you to join us in this important work by providing financial or in-kind support.  Please consider visiting our 
school and volunteering with our students as a tutor or mentor. Help us to identify health careers internships, job 
shadowing and community service opportunities for our students. Join the Friends of HCA by making a tax-
deductible contribution to support our programs. And help us to identify individuals and organizations you believe 
would support our school so that we can reach out to them. We welcome and depend on your involvement. 
With our shared commitment I know that HCA will provide the educational excellence that every one of our 
students deserves. 

Respectfully, 

Elmer Freeman 
Chairperson, HCa Board of Trustees 
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Health Careers Academy 
A Horace Mann Charter School at Northeastern University 

Our Mission 

Health Careers Academy (HCa) is a college preparatory high school for Boston students exploring careers in 
health and health-related professions.  The Academy provides a supportive learning environment that promotes 
respect and embraces diversity.  Students will attain the life skills needed to become productive and positive 
members of society. 

Our Philosophy 

•	 We offer a rigorous academic program because it is the cornerstone for success in both higher education and 
professional futures. 

•	 We establish high expectations for effort and progress because this helps students develop the discipline and 
confidence they will need to succeed at whatever life goals they establish for themselves. 

•	 We focus on health and science to excite student interest and establish relevance in education, to promote a 
career focus, and ultimately, to address the health care needs of underserved communities. 

•	 We help our students to become responsible adult citizens by nurturing their commitment to and responsibility 
for their own community. 

•	 We take a holistic view of the student, providing support for social, emotional and intellectual development, 
and recognizing the particular importance of families in the process of education. 

•	 We believe that all students have the potential to achieve at high levels, and so we enroll students based only 
on their interest in exploring the health careers and their willingness to meet the challenge of learning with their 
best effort. 

•	 We are part of a search for educational strategies that can have broader applicability and can lead to systemic 
change in the schools and in the community. 

We believe this comprehensive approach to secondary education will produce graduates who understand the 
value of learning, who have mastered important skills and knowledge, who recognize the dividends of hard work, 
and who have meaningful choices about their future. This is how we will measure our success. 
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Health Careers Academy 

Highlights of 2002-2003:  A Continuing Record of Success 

The 2002-2003 school year was the final year of our initial five-year charter.  With continuity in leadership and 
very low staff turnover the year was marked by continued progress toward our established goals. The process of 
seeking charter renewal united our school community in reflection on our progress and in setting the tone for the 
future. The following are highlights of our organizational, academic and extracurricular progress. 

Organizational Development 

Charter Renewal The most significant milestone of the year was the unanimous decision by the State Board 
of Education to renew the charter of the Health Careers Academy for another five years. The decision is the 
result of a year long process of reflection and planning within the HCa community, including a rigorous three-day 
renewal inspection visit by external consultants. The reviewers met with 
HCa parents, students, faculty members, leadership, external partners 
and the Boston Public Schools. We celebrate the renewal of our charter 
and thank all of those who helped to make it possible.  

A New Identity and Logo for HCa With the creative genius of the 
folks at Causemedia, Inc., HCa has adopted a new logo and tag line, 
with new marketing and recruitment materials for the school. The new 
materials reflect our serious academic purpose, our focus on the sciences, 
and a more polished public image. They contribute greatly to building 
recognition and increasing visibility for HCa within the community. 

Fundraising HCa held its first ever community fundraiser, the 
“To Your Health Jazzfest” at Estelle’s in Roxbury in October. The 
event brought the talents of prominent Boston jazz performers to the 
stage in support of the Academy’s mission and raised more than $25,000 
to support the school.  For HCa it was a critical step toward increasing 
public recognition and visibility. Planning for Jazzfest II is already 
underway! 

HCa Scholarships For the first time in its history HCa awarded $8,000 in scholarships to graduating seniors 
to honor their academic achievements, leadership and community service.  These scholarships are designed to 
support the higher education aspirations of our students. 

Academic Achievements 

Meeting the Standards for Academic Progress HCa was among the schools identified as meeting 
Adequate Yearly Progress (AYP) by the Massachusetts Department of Education, satisfying new standards for 
accountability and progress that are part of the Federal No Child Left Behind legislation. Using our MCAS 
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scores in 2002 and 2001 to compare our progress against our 1999 and 2000 baseline years, the state has 
determined that HCa is on track to meet improvement and proficiency requirements in both math and English. 

Strong Science Fair Participation and Achievement More than 120 HCa students participated in the 
7th annual school wide science fair this year, with their projects meeting our more rigorous qualification and 
entrance requirements. Of these, 20 students were selected to participate in the citywide science fair held at 
Northeastern University.  HCa was honored to be represented by three senior students at the prestigious 
statewide science fair at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. 

Strong College Application and Acceptance All of the 38 graduates in the class of 2003 applied and 
were accepted to higher education institutions of their choice! Every one! Most (66%) will be attending four-
year colleges and universities, while others (32%) will attend two-year colleges and other higher education 
programs. Among the institutions where HCa students will be represented are Northeastern University (3), the 
University of Massachusetts at Amherst (7), Salem State College (5), and Bunker Hill Community College (6). 

Science Curriculum Differentiation Based on the success of its 2002 Advanced Placement Biology 
pilot program, HCa amended its science offerings to include Honors Biology in grade 10, Honors Chemistry in 

grade 11, and Advanced Placement Biology in grade 12. 
These higher-level courses help to assure that students have 
the strong foundation they need to pursue college level science 
coursework upon graduation. 

World Language Expansion To accommodate the 
needs of incoming students and better prepare our students 
for the expectations of colleges, HCa incorporated Spanish 
into the grade nine curriculum, allowing all students to 
complete three, rather than two, years of language before 
graduation and avoiding a gap in learning for students who 
now start world language in middle school. 

Technology Upgrade    With the collaboration of the Boston 
Public Schools and Northeastern University HCa replaced its technology lab with 28 new state of the art 
workstations. This also allowed us to place computers into our classrooms for the use of teachers and students 
as part of their everyday curriculum.    

Extracurricular Involvements 

Community Involvement HCa hosted its first health fair, “Take the Orange Line to Better Health” at 
Ruggles Station in May. With the support of the MBTA and the spirit of volunteerism within the HCa community 
the event brought together community health care organizations to provide free health screenings and information 
to commuters. Among the participants were the Joslin Diabetes Center, the Massachusetts Department of Public 
Health and the Boston Public Health Commission, the Tufts Breast Health Program, the American Lung 
Association, CCHERS, the Codman Square Health Center, and the Boston Medical Center Asthma Information 
Center. 
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Competitive Sports   The stakes are higher now for HCa basketball players, girls and boys, as they joined the 
newly formed Massachusetts Charter School Basketball League The teams played a fourteen game schedule, 
providing an important extracurricular outlet for students to balance their rigorous academics. With the support of 
the Shelburne Community Center providing practice space and a “home court”, HCa is well on the way to 
establishing itself as a strong competitor in the 
league! 

Dress For Success With the generous 
support of the TJX Companies, Inc., HCA 
launched the “Dress for Success” Program, an 
effort to build school spirit and prepare students 
for the professional world. All students in grades 
11 and 12 were given clothing suitable for the 
work environment, which they wore every 
Wednesday to dress for success.  TJX also 
joined with HCa to provide $3,500 in 
scholarships to seniors who demonstrated their 
readiness for success beyond graduation. 

Community Service Based on the success of 
a pilot program in 2002, HCa integrated 
community service involvement into the required grade twelve course curriculum.  Every student was required to 
perform at least 50 hours of community service through a placement at a non-profit organization or health care 
institution. Students volunteered at varied sites including the Urban League, Youthbuild Boston, the Mattapan 
Early Education Center, the Children’s Museum, and the Girl Scouts. In total, our 40 seniors provided nearly 
4,500 hours of service to their communities! 

CPR Certification   For the first time a group of eight HCa students participated in a CPR Certification 
Course provided by the Northeastern University Public Safety Division. Based on this successful collaboration, 
we expect to incorporate CPR certification into the grade 11 curriculum for all students next year. 

Student Advisory  HCa amended its weekly student advisory program to match students and faculty members 
together based on shared interests. Among the advisories organized by faculty members were chess club, 
songwriting, jazz dance, sewing, first aid, self-defense, and entrepreneurship.  The advisory provides a needed 
outlet for exploring extracurricular interests, and allows students to build relationships with other students and 
faculty members outside of the classroom. 

Exploring Boston A new and popular extracurricular club, SHIFT, involved students in exploration of 
Boston’s many outdoor venues. Visits to the Arnold Arboretum, the skating rink at the Frog Pond Pavilion, and 
the Blue Hills Reservation were highlights, and even when the weather didn’t cooperate students had the chance 
to explore the science and art museums, and to take in a movie or two. SHIFT is an example of the diverse 
extracurricular life HCa is building for its students. 

These are examples of the many efforts and achievements of our students and faculty.  We believe they provide 
strong evidence of the growth and success that is ongoing at the Health Careers Academy. 
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Health Careers Academy 

Defining Our Goals: The Accountability Plan 

Like all charter schools in Massachusetts the Health Careers Academy is required to develop an Accountability 
Plan that states the goals we hold for our students and our school. The plan defines our academic, extracurricular 
and organizational goals. It provides the benchmark against which the Massachusetts Department of Education 
can evaluate our application for renewal of our five-year charter.  Unlike district high schools, our continuation as 
a public school depends on our satisfactory progress toward our goals.  What follows are the objectives we 
established for our first five years. In the appendix we have included the detailed, measurable performance 
standards that will help us know if we are meeting these goals. We have also included in the appendix a summary 
of the new accountability plan that will guide the second five-year term of our charter. 

Student Academic Performance Objectives 

•	 The Academy will prepare and graduate skilled readers. 
(For example, Performance Standard 1: By June 2003, 90 percent of all HCa grade 12 students will perform 
in level 2 or better on the reading portion of the MCAS examination.) 

•	 The Academy will prepare and graduate skilled writers. 
(For example, Performance Standard 1: By June 2003, 90 percent of all HCa grade 12 students will perform 
in level 2 or better on the writing portion of the MCAS examination.) 

•	 The Academy will prepare and graduate students with strong math competency. 
(For example, Performance Standard 1: By June 2003, 90 percent of all grade 12 students will perform in 
level 2 or better on the math portion of the MCAS examination.) 

•	 The Academy will graduate students who are prepared for college. 
(For example, Performance Standard 1: By the end of year five, 90% of HCa graduates will apply to four-
year colleges.) 

•	 The Academy will graduate students who have knowledge of diverse health careers pathways. 
(For example, Performance Standard 2: By June 2001, every HCa graduate will prepare and present to a 
group of faculty, staff and peers, an independent research project on a health career or health care issues of 
his/her choice.) 

Youth Development Objectives 

•	 HCa students will uphold high standards of behavior. 

•	 HCa students will use health careers exploration activities to identify career options and define career interest. 
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•	 HCa will engage students in after-school and summer extracurricular activities that promote leadership, youth 
development, and community service. 

Organizational Viability Objectives 

•	 The Academy Board of Trustees will actively support the development and implementation of the school 
program. 

•	 The Academy will manage enrollment and attendance to assure maximum opportunity for interested students. 

•	 The Academy will be a responsible financial organization. 

•	 The Academy will support the professional growth of each staff member in ways that are consistent with the 
mission of the school. 

•	 The Academy will build strong home/school partnerships to support the success of every student. 

We believe that our students and our school will be successful if we work with purpose toward these goals.  Each 
year the annual report provides an opportunity for us to reflect on our progress and define our priorities for the 
coming year. 
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Health Careers Academy 

Assessing our Progress: Student Academic Performance 

The Health Careers Academy has established academic performance objectives that reflect both absolute levels 
of achievement and targets for growth over time. We recognize that the success of our students and school will 
depend on steady and purposeful progress toward our goals.  There are many ways to assess this progress, some 
that are easily quantifiable and measurable, and some that are more qualitative. The Accountability Plan focuses 
first on those standardized tests that are widely recognized measures of achievement and improvement.  We also 
utilize other measures of improvement and success, such as attendance rates, grade level promotion rates, report 
card grades, college acceptances, attendance rates, and extracurricular involvement.  

Massachusetts Comprehensive Assessment System (MCAS) 

May 2002 marked the fourth year of administration of the MCAS test to HCa students. Since the beginning we 
have worked to assure that our rigorous academic curriculum is well aligned with the Massachusetts curriculum 
frameworks and the MCAS test. Over the last four years, in response to the low skill-level of our incoming 
students, we have implemented two school-wide curriculum initiatives, in literacy and math.  We believe our 
MCAS results provide clear evidence that these efforts are working.   

(Please note that all MCAS scores reported here are drawn from reports prepared by the Massachusetts 
Department of Education. Percentages may not total to 100% due to rounding.) 

In 2002 HCa students showed level achievement on the English Language Arts MCAS.  Strong growth in the 
2001 school year was sustained in 2002, and the trend relative to our 1999 base year is strong, with growth in 
both the average scaled score and the proportion of students in the passing range.  This year, as part of its 
implementation of the federal No Child Left Behind Act, the Department of Education used the combined 2002 
and 2001 MCAS as Cycle Two, for comparison against the 2000 and 1999 Cycle One baseline years. Though 
our student’s absolute scores place HCa in the moderate performance rating category in English, the improvement 
from Cycle One to Cycle Two allowed HCa to meet the Adequate Yearly Progress (AYP) targets established by 
the state. It is notable that HCa’s combined 2001 and 2002 ELA scores are sufficient to meet the Cycle Two 
statewide proficiency target established in compliance with the No Child Left Behind Act. 

HCa ENGLISH MCAS 1999 2000 2001 2002 
Grade 10 Students 

Scaled Score 223 226 234 233 

% Level 1 - Failing 40% 30% 13% 17% 
% Level 2 - Needs Improvement 49% 52% 48% 46% 
% Level 3 - Proficient 12% 18% 38% 37% 
% Level 4 - Advanced 0% 0% 3% 0% 
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HCa students continue to perform particularly well in writing, where their scores on the long composition section 
outperform grade ten students in the Boston Public Schools, and parallel those for Massachusetts overall. 

MCAS Writing Scores 2000 2001 2002 
(% of Max Possible Score) HCa BPS MA HCa BPS MA HCa BPS MA 

66% 57% 64% 71% 60% 67% 71% 64% 73% 

Topic Development 59% 52% 58% 63% 54% 60% 63% 57% 66% 

Use Of Writing Conventions 77% 65% 74% 85% 69% 77% 82% 76% 85% 

Overall Long Composition 

In 2002 HCa students showed somewhat lower performance on the Mathematics MCAS, with a lower scaled 
score and a lower proportion of students in the passing category relative to 2001. However the trend compared 
to our 1999 baseline continues to be favorable. The lower performance in mathematics in 2002 parallels the 
experience of other urban districts, including Boston.  Even statewide, 2002 MCAS mathematics scores show no 
improvement over 2001. 

The comparison of Cycle II mathematics MCAS scores (2001 and 2002) against our Cycle I baseline scores 
(1999 and 2000) reveals improvement that is sufficient to meet the targets for Adequate Yearly Progress in 
mathematics. Our students mathematics scores place HCa in the very low performance rating category, which 
means that HCa will continued to be given priority for state support, training and assistance.  

HCa MATHEMATICS MCAS 1999 2000 2001 2002 
Grade 10 Students 

Scaled Score 213 217 226 222 

% Level 1 - Failing 67% 59% 40% 54% 
% Level 2 - Needs Improvement 28% 33% 43% 39% 
% Level 3 - Proficient 5% 8% 18% 7% 
% Level 4 - Advanced 0% 0% 0% 0% 

MCAS data also demonstrates that the HCa academic program is particularly effective for our African-American 
students. Our students outperform their peers, with a higher scaled score and a higher proportion of students in 
the passing category when compared to their peers in Boston and in Massachusetts overall. This is especially 
important because the statewide accountability provisions of the federal No Child Left Behind Act require 
monitoring of achievement by racial and ethnic sub group.  (Given its small size, it is unlikely that HCA will have 
sufficient numbers of tenth grade students taking the MCAS test to provide reliable data for any other racial, 
ethnic, or special needs population.) 
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MCAS English Language Arts 2000 2001 2002 
African American 
Grade 10 Students 

HCa BPS MA HCa BPS MA HCa BPS MA 

Scaled Score 226 214 216 236 224 227 233 226 230 

24% 68% 61% 15% 50% 40% 19% 44% 33% 
71% 19% 26% 40% 36% 38% 31% 36% 
6% 11% 12% 40% 16% 20% 42% 21% 26% 
0% 1% 1% 5% 3% 3% 0% 4% 5% 

MCAS Mathematics 2000 2001 2002 
African American 
Grade 10 Students 

HCa BPS MA HCa BPS MA HCa BPS MA 

Scaled Score 214 210 211 227 222 224 223 221 223 
71% 81% 76% 35% 59% 52% 52% 64% 55% 
24% 10% 14% 50% 26% 30% 41% 23% 29% 
6% 6% 7% 15% 11% 13% 7% 10% 12% 
0% 3% 2% 0% 3% 3% 0% 4% 4% 

% Level 1 - Failing 
% Level 2 - Needs Improvement 31% 
% Level 3 - Proficient 
% Level 4 - Advanced 

% Level 1 - Failing 
% Level 2 - Needs Improvement 
% Level 3 - Proficient 
% Level 4 - Advanced 

The class of 2003 is the first group of students for whom passing the English and Math MCAS examination is a 
condition of graduation. We provided tremendous support for all HCa grade 11 and grade 12 students who 
were still working to pass the MCAS.  These students participated in an after-school MCAS preparation 
program, and their math curriculum was modified mid-year to provide additional support in particular areas of 

difficulty. HCa also prepared and submitted appeals and portfolios on 

“All my teachers have 
shown great concern about 

my school work. That 
makes me feel as though 

just to me, but to other 
people too.” 

my work is important, not 

- HCa Student 

behalf of 4 grade twelve students to document their skills and 
achievements through the Department of Education’s alternative 
assessment process. At the end of the school year, only one HCa grade 
twelve student has still to pass the English language arts portion of the 
MCAS. The diploma of this one HCa student has been withheld pending 
the results of the May MCAS re-test.  Among grade eleven students, the 
class of 2004, there are currently 3 students who still need to pass the 
MCAS English language arts examination, and 17 who are still working to 
pass the MCAS mathematics examination. We expect that some of these 
students will pass the MCAS when the results of the May 2003 re-test are 
released. For the others, we will use information from each prior MCAS 
test to identify the particular skills and curriculum standards that are 
causing difficulty, and will continue to provide additional supports and 
interventions during the 2003/2004 school year. 
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The strength of our MCAS scores reflects the strength of the core 
academic program we have created. HCa students complete a 
four-year course sequence in each of the core academic disciplines 
– math, science, history and English. They also take three years of 
foreign language and complete a foundation course in technology.  
In our first four years we have also built a strong focus on the 
health sciences. The core science curriculum includes active 
physics, biology, chemistry and either physics or an advanced 
biology. In addition to foundation courses is algebra and 
geometry, the math curriculum includes upper-level offerings in 
health statistics, pre-calculus and calculus.  All students complete a 
four-year course sequence in health -- a unique curriculum that 
includes personal health and wellness, exercise physiology, life 
skills and decision making, health careers exploration, health ethics, current health care issues, and medical 
terminology. The health curriculum is complemented by workplace internships, job shadowing and community 
service experiences that focus on the diverse health care industry.  We believe that success in this rigorous 
curriculum will prepare our students and school to meet the five academic performance objectives we established 
in our Accountability Plan, and, ultimately, the mission of the school. 

College Preparation 

Like all college preparatory high schools, the Health Careers 
Academy will measure its success by the commitment of our 
students to pursue higher education, and their success in realizing 
that goal. For students who aspire to professional careers in 
health care, higher education is essential. To encourage early 
planning and exploration, eleventh grade students attend Black, 
Hispanic, and City-Wide College Fairs.  Our grade twelve 
students participate in a senior seminar during the fall semester to 
help them organize and focus on the college application process. 
Each student benefits from individual guidance and support in the 
development of 
their personal 

statement. A financial aid planning seminar is offered to parents 
to help them plan for their child’s education. For the first time 
this year we also provided a one-semester college preparation 
seminar for juniors. 

Our goal is to see an increasing proportion of our students 
applying to and being accepted at four-year colleges of their 
choice. We also expect to see rising SAT scores for our 
students. These measures will provide assurance that our 
students’ academic achievements demonstrate a readiness for 
college. 
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HCa College Preparation Summary


Class of Class of Class of Class of Class of 
1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 

Number of Graduates 35 19 20 38 38 

Applied to four-year 
colleges 

Not Available 84% 95% 87% 82% 

Accepted at four-year 
colleges 

Not Available 84% 85% 79% 71% 

Attending four-year 
colleges 

26% 63% 65% 71% 66% 

Attending two -year 60% 16% 35% 24% 31% 
colleges or other 
higher ed programs 
Not attending 
at this time 

14% 21% None 5% 3% 

Average math/verbal 
combined SAT Score 

727 915 896 813 803 

The commitment of our graduates to realize their dreams is impressive.  All of the graduates of 2003 applied to 
and were accepted by higher education programs of their choice, and 97% plan to pursue higher education in the 
fall. Only one graduate is still undecided about his college plans. (Two grade 12 students did not graduate with 
the class of 2003, and their diplomas are being withheld. One still needs to meet the MCAS English language arts 
requirements, and the other still need to meet HCa graduation requirements. Both students are working to meet 
these requirements during the summer of 2003.) Most of our graduates (66%) will be attending four-year 
colleges and universities, and another 31% will move on to two year colleges or other higher education programs. 
Many will be the first in their family to attend college.  Despite small graduating classes, where a difference of one 
or two students can magnify changes in the data from year to year, we have met or been very close to the college 
application and acceptance standards we established in our 
accountability plan. 

The growth we had hoped to see in the SAT scores of our 
graduates has proven more elusive. During the 2002/2003 school 
year HCa collaborated with the Kaplan Test Prep organization to 
provide a high quality and comprehensive SAT preparation course 
to all grade 11 students without charge. Students were provided 
with Kaplan course materials as well as a Kaplan SAT Preparation 
CD-ROM, and their progress was monitored through administration 
and scoring of four practice SAT exams. The HCa mathematics 
and English instructors for the Kaplan course were trained by the 
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Kaplan organization. Our expectation is that improved SAT scores will be reflected beginning with the graduates 
of 2004. 

HCa continues to place greatest emphasis on the academic 

“ This year I felt that every 
single one of my teachers was so 

helpful… Whenever I felt like 
giving up they literally wouldn’t 

let me.” 

-HCa Student 

achievements and college plans of our students. These will be the 
strongest indicators that our students are well prepared for success in 
the health professions or in other chosen fields. Many of our students 
come to us with very low skills in the critical areas of math and English 
language arts, and we recognize that we have tremendous work ahead 
to meet the standards of English and math proficiency for all students 
that are defined in the No Child Left Behind legislation. We expect 
that changes in the middle school curriculum in the Boston Public 
Schools, particularly in mathematics, will increase the readiness of 
many incoming students to tackle our challenging college preparatory 
curriculum. And we know that we are on the right track with the 

literacy and math initiatives that are ongoing in grades nine and ten. As we look ahead to the next five years we 
are confident that we have both the leadership and the committed 
faculty to accelerate our academic gains. 

“ We are strong willed and 
achieving students.” 

- HCa Student 
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Health Careers Academy


Assessing Our Progress: Youth Development 


Beyond their academic pursuits, the Academy works with students to support a variety of youth leadership, peer 
support, and extracurricular activities. Here we summarize the highlights from the current year in the areas of 
extracurricular involvement and youth development. 

Extracurricular Life 

The hallways of the Health Careers Academy are filled each afternoon 
with students who choose to stay at school for varied reasons. Very 
often students stay (or arrive very early!) to access the technology lab, 
to participate in tutoring, to meet with a teacher for extra help, or to 
attend an MCAS preparation after school course. But there are also 
students who choose to be involved in diverse extracurricular activities 
based on common faculty and student interest. These connections 
outside the classroom often spark a student’s commitment to school. 
They promote a sense of community and involvement, and can lead to 
higher academic achievement. 

“HCa is a small, close 
community. The school really 
cares about what the students 

want. It also has good 
academic courses and 

provides a loving environment 
most of the time.” 

- HCA Student 

Advisory 

During the 2002/2003 school year the Academy continued the implementation of its school wide faculty/student 
advisory program. This year each faculty member identified a particular interest or activity to share with students. 
Students then selected from the available advisory offerings based on their individual interests.  Chess club, dance, 
paper airplane physics, music writing, entrepreneurship, and a girls support group were among the many choices. 
Students valued the opportunity to select their advisory rather than be assigned to an advisor, and the shared 
interest provided a starting place for relationship building between students and faculty members. The advisory 

groups also provided an important opportunity for students 
to integrate across grades. Advisory groups met each 
week for one hour. 

Though the curriculum and activities differed greatly, 
advisory served as a needed outlet for students to interact 
socially with peers, and to develop relationships that might 
otherwise not have been possible.  It brought young people 
into contact with caring adults in an environment not 
complicated by academic expectations. The school-wide 
advisory program will continue in the next school year, with 
improvements based on our reflections on this year. Of 
particular note, one of the most successful advisory efforts 
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was a health careers exploration series. This brought health professionals from the Northeastern University 
Bouvé College of Health Sciences and from Boston’s many community health centers to speak with our aspiring 
health professions students. Weekly meetings exposed students to the diverse possibilities in health care, and 
helped them to envision career paths they had not previously considered. Based on the success of this health 
professions series advisory, the model will be continued and expanded during the 2003-2004 school year to 
reach all grade nine and ten students as part of their core curriculum. 

Internship Development 

During the summer of 2002, 22 HCa students had the opportunity to work and learn for six weeks at Children’s 
Hospital. Students participated in academic support programs focused on MCAS preparation in the morning, 
and held paid positions in varied hospital departments during the afternoon. The partnership was continued this 
year allowing 20 HCa students to work and learn at Children’s during the summer of 2003. The program results 
from the increasing collaboration between HCa and the Private Industry Council. HCa is also building a closer 
relationship with the Boston Area Health Education Center (BAHEC), allowing 7 HCa students to participate in 
their after-school academic support programs and in their summer health careers work experiences.  Spaulding 
Rehabilitation Hospital hosted a job shadow day to allow 32 HCa students to observe the varied health 
professions career pathways available to them in rehabilitation. Children’s hospital also hosted a nursing shadow 
day for 29 senior HCa students. The Harvard University School of Public Health, Brigham and Women’s 
Hospital, Harvard Medical School, Southern Jamaica Plain Health Center, and the Boston Bar Association 
hosted students in extended internship experiences over the course of the school year. 

Feedback from our students is clear. They find tremendous value in 
internship and job shadowing experiences, and they would benefit 
from more opportunities for this kind of experiential learning. The 
time has come to invest in the re-organization and expansion of the 
HCa internship program to serve many more students, and to create 
better integration between workplace and classroom learning. To 
support this effort HCa secured a $20,000 grant from the Boston 
Foundation to fund the HCa Internship Partners Council. The 
Council will be a year-long planning and capacity-building process 
to develop and oversee the initial implementation of a new health 
careers internship program for HCa students. During 2003-2004 
the Council will define the goals of the internship experience, the 
needs and expectations of each stakeholder, the process for 
integration of workplace learning with the classroom experience, 
and the administrative requirements for successful implementation. 
Council participants will include twelve community health centers 
and other health care organizations, HCa leadership, faculty, parents 
and students. The work of the Council will result in placement of 
sixty HCa students each semester beginning in the spring of 2004. 

Community Service 

Over the course of the 2002-2003 school year HCa made a significant effort to cultivate and build on the spirit of 
volunteerism and service among our students. HCa students are remarkably willing to join together to help others 
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– through food, toy and penny drives, visits to shelters and senior citizens, through walk-a-thons, and in support 
of HCa-sponsored community events.  This year, as part of the required grade twelve senior seminar, students 
were asked to contribute a minimum of 50 hours of service to a non-profit organization of their choice.  Seniors 
were release from school early on Fridays during the second semester to allow them to participate in their chosen 
community service activity. Weekly progress reports were provided by community service supervisors to 
document each students’ contributions and growth. Among the sites where students volunteered were Youthbuild 
Boston, the Urban League of Eastern Massachusetts, the Mattapan Early Education Center, the Children’s 
Museum, local Girl Scouts troops, and Casa Iris. For many students, this HCa service program was the 
continuation of a volunteer activity that is already an important part of their lives. But for some this service 
program provided their first chance to experience the rewards of volunteering. The chance to be viewed as a 
leader and a role model for younger children was especially important for our students.  At the end of the year 
HCa seniors had contributed nearly 4,500 hours of service – more than twice what they were expected to do!  
We challenge the class of 2004 to meet this high standard! 

Competitive Sports  

For the first time HCa has crossed from intramural sports into competitive sports through the Massachusetts 
Charter School Basketball League! HCa fielded a boys team and a girls team, playing a full fourteen game 
schedule. For the students who participated the league provided an important outlet for extracurricular 
involvement and leadership development. And for the students and faculty members who attended the games, the 
basketball teams provided a rallying point for HCa school spirit. Plans are already underway to expand the 
charter school competitive league to include soccer as well. 

Dress for Success 

This year, with the support of the TJX companies, HCa initiated the Dress for Success program. The program is 
designed to help students become comfortable with the dress code of the professional work world, and to 
encourage them to take both their education and their extracurricular commitments seriously. TJX provided every 
student in grades eleven and twelve with professional dress clothes, appropriate for the workplace.  Students 
wore the clothes each Wednesday, showing their readiness to dress for success. Early self consciousness and 
discomfort easily gave way to excitement and pride among the students, and many looked forward to their 
Wednesday attire. TJX also joined with HCa to provide $3,500 in scholarships to seniors who demonstrated 
their readiness for success beyond graduation. 

CPR/First Aid Certification 

During this school year eight HCa students had the 
opportunity to participate in an after school first aid and 
CPR certification course provided through the Northeastern 
University Public Safety Division. The course was the pilot 
for a much broader initiative that will bring CPR certification 
and first aid training into the health sciences curriculum for 
all of our grade eleven students in 2003-2004.      
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Outdoor Exploration 

The SHIFT outdoor exploration club got its start in 
December when 22 students went ice skating together at 
the Frog Pond Pavilion in Boston Common.  The club met 
on Tuesdays after school and, weather permitting, they set 
out for an outdoor adventure. The club experienced 
hiking and picture taking in the Arnold Arboretum, ice 
skating, playing Frisbee and bocce (Italian lawn bowling) 
in the park, and hiking in the Blue Hills reservation.  More 
then 50 students chose to join the club. Even when the 
weather didn’t cooperate, the club continued its 
adventures – to the movies, to the Museum of Science 
and the Museum of Fine Arts, or to play board games.    

It is clear that diverse extracurricular offerings will enrich the life of our students and our school. We are deeply 
thankful for the partnership of local organizations and businesses that make these activities possible. The 
continued involvement of faculty members and students to create and sustain such activities will always be a 
priority for HCa. 

Student Behavior 

During the 2002-2003 school year the staff of the Academy 
continued its commitment to building a more purposeful learning 
environment at our school. While our location at Northeastern 
University is a great strength, the urban, open campus also 
presents a challenge. Our students must become accustomed to 
new-found freedoms associated with open spaces, access to food 
courts for lunch, crossing campus to reach classes held in satellite 
buildings, and interaction with college students, faculty and staff 
members. With guidance and limits, our students are maturing into 

“I get a lot of work done and 
stay focused when I’m in a 

positive community like 
HCa.” 

“I do better in this small, 
quiet environment.” 

- HCA Students 
-

responsible members of the university environment. 

Though HCa is recognized as a very safe school, there continue to be incidents where student behavior warrants 
suspension. They reflect our continuing commitment to fair and full enforcement of the HCa Code of Conduct. 
During the 2002/2003 school year there were 31 student suspensions, involving 26 students, for a total of 90 
days out of school. Five students were suspended more than once. The incidents prompting these suspensions 
involved serious infractions of our school code of conduct, including cutting classes (10), threatening behavior (7), 
fighting (3), vandalism (3), serious classroom disruption (3), shoplifting (2), possession of alcohol (1), possession 
of a knife (1) and assault on another student (1). 
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Health Careers Academy 

Assessing Our Progress: Organizational and Financial Viability 

Board of Trustees and Leadership Continuity 

The Academy is governed by a Board of Trustees that is accountable to the Department of Education for the 
operation of the school in compliance with the terms of its charter.  A listing of Trustees and their affiliations is 
provided in the appendix. Among the primary responsibilities of the Board are approval of academic program 
and related policies, approval of the annual budget to support the activities of the school, and selection and 
evaluation of the Executive Director. 

The Board of Trustees met in public session nine times during the 2002-2003 school year, on the second 
Wednesday of each month. No written complaints were received by the Trustees during the year.  During that 
time the Board operated with a full complement of fourteen trustees. Seven new trustees joined the Board during 
the 2002-2003 school year, representing HCa students, parents and faculty, and two with particular interest in 
health care and higher education.  It is especially important to note the HCa has bridged the transitions from 2002 
to 2003 and from 2003 to 2004 with continuity of leadership. All members of the leadership team will continue 
with the school as it moves into its’ second five-year charter.  This stability of leadership that was so difficult in the 
early years of the Academy is now an important strength. 

Strategic Planning and Charter Renewal 

During the summer of 2002 the HCa Strategic Planning Leadership 
Team completed an eight-month process of reflection and planning.  
The work of the team was essential to the development of the 
Academy’s charter renewal application, and it also resulted in a five 
year Strategic Plan that was presented to the Board and the HCa 
community in the fall. A summary of the Strategic Plan is included in 
the appendix. In February of 2003 the Massachusetts Board of 
Education voted unanimously to renew the charter for Health Careers 
Academy. 

“Not all high schools let 
students voice their opinion. 
But this one does, and to me 

that means a lot.” 

- HCa Student 

A New Identity and Logo 

HCa began the year with a commitment to strengthen its public image, increasing recognition among students, 
families and organizations with interest in the school. To support that effort we engaged the creative staff at 
Causemedia, Inc. to design and select a new logo and graphic image for HCa.  With the connection to the 
periodic table of elements, we believe the new logo makes clear our connection to the health sciences. The logo, 
together with upgraded marketing and application materials help position HCa as an established school with a 
clear mission and purpose. These materials are essential to successful outreach with the community of individuals 
and organizations who share our mission. 
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Community Fundraising and Outreach 

In October of 2002 HCa held its first community fundraiser, the “To Your Health Jazzfest” at Estelle’s in 
Roxbury. The event brought the talents of prominent Boston jazz performers (including our own HCa history 
teacher and talented musician Stanley Porter) to the stage in support of the Academy’s mission for an evening of 
delicious food, good company and amazing music. The Jazzfest raised more than $25,000 to support student-
centered activities of the school! The Jazzfest was more than just a fundraiser. It required the commitment and 
involvement of all members of the HCa community, and it provided the first public opportunity for individuals, 
families, community organizations, and businesses to celebrate the role that the Academy plays in the lives and 
futures of Boston children. Largely because of the success of the Jazzfest HCa was able to provide scholarships 
totaling more than $8,000 to deserving seniors to support their higher education plans. Planning for the second 
Jazzfest is already underway. 

“Learning biology was my 

teacher is very inspirational. I 
consider her as my role model.” 

That’s my 
greatest success this year.” 

greatest success this year – my 

My pre-calculus grade went from 
an F to and A!  

- HCa Students 

HCa also sponsored its first community health fair, “HCa Health 
Express Day: Take the Orange Line to Better Health”. With the 
support of the MBTA and the spirit of volunteerism within the HCa 
community the event brought together community health care 
organizations to provide free health screenings and information to 
commuters. The entire school was involved in the planning and 
implementation of this important event, with students taking a lead 
role to pass out flyers to MBTA patrons, staff the community health 
information booths, and lead a fitness walk.  Among the participants 
were the Joslin Diabetes Center, the Massachusetts Department of 
Public Health and the Boston Public Health Commission, the Tufts 
Breast Health Program, the American Lung Association, CCHERS, 
the Codman Square Health Center, and the Boston Medical Center 
Asthma Information Center. 

Financial Stability 

The Health Careers Academy operated with total revenues of $2,384,645 and total expenditures of $2,399,635 
for the fiscal year ended June 30, 2003. This small operating loss of $17,484 was not unexpected and related to 
higher than anticipated costs for retroactive salary adjustments for employees represented by the Boston 
Association of School Administrators and Supervisors Union. The primary source of revenue for the school is the 
per-capita tuition that is provided to the Academy by the City of Boston based on student enrollment.  This 
totaled $2,107,643 and accounted for 88% of our total revenues for the year. State and federal allocation and 
entitlement grants totaled $171,656, or 8% of total revenues.  These grants include allocations from Title One, 
Title Five, Title IIA, Title IID, Title V, Special Education Entitlement and Program Improvement Grants, and the 
state Academic Support Program. HCa also received.  Finally, HCa private grants and contributions totaling 
$105,346 or 4% of total revenue, including an Annenberg Whole School Improvement Grant through the Boston 
Public Schools, a donation of administrative space valued at $32,000, and support for the Jazzfest fundraiser 
totaling $37,763. Each year since its inception the Academy has received an unqualified independent financial 
audit. The audit for Fiscal Year 2003 is currently underway and we expect an unqualified opinion of our financial 
position this year as well.  Audited financial statements will be available by the end of 2003. 
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Enrollment Management 

Throughout the 2002/2003 school year, the Academy enrolled an average of 181 students. This level of 
enrollment is within 5% of the 190-student enrollment target we established with the Boston Public Schools.  We 
are proud that the daily attendance rate for the 2002/2003 school year was 95%, a rate that again meets the goal 
we established in our accountability plan. We will continue to focus on consistent attendance with our students 
and their families because we know that it is a cornerstone of student achievement. We will also continue to 
improve the process for filling vacancies that arise part-way through the year.  This is essential to assure that our 
actual membership closely matches our targeted enrollment each year. 

Interest in the Academy is strong and growing. Each year the Academy receives more inquiries and more 
completed applications from prospective students and their families.  By the end of June we had received 153 
applications for available spaces for the 2003/2004 school year. Forty-four grade nine students were admitted at 
the time of the March lottery, and the remaining applicants were added to our ranked waiting list by grade.  This 
brings the total waiting list to 256 students. The Academy draws from the waiting list for summer admissions as 
well as for mid-year enrollment.  

As a school we strive to meet the needs of all enrolled students and we 
hope to minimize student withdrawals.  New requirements of the No 
Child Left Behind Act require reporting on drop-out rates and 
graduation rates. The most recent data calculated by the Department of 
Education places the HCa drop-out rate at 4.4% for the 2001 school 
year.  Inevitably there are students who leave us because they are 
looking for something we cannot provide – for example a competitive 
sports team, a shorter school day, a less rigorous academic program, or 
a shorter commute to school. During the 2002/2003 school year, 7 
students withdrew from the Academy and chose to enroll in other 
Boston Public Schools. One student graduated in December. One 
student withdrew from HCa to attend a private school, and another to 
pursue home schooling. Another 3 withdrew from school entirely, 
following long periods of absence, without plans to enroll in other schools at that time. These 13 students 
represent about 7% percent of our average daily enrollment during the year, slightly higher than the targeted 5% 
threshold. We continue to try to meet the needs of all students to minimize these kinds of withdrawal. There 
were also 4 students who left the Academy because their families relocated outside of the area, and 8 students 
who never attended at the Academy despite their initial acceptance of enrollment.  Such turnover of students is 
inevitable and beyond our influence. 

“They talked to me about 
what I need to change, and 
gave me chances to success 

in their classes.” 

“HCa motivates and 
empowers me to do better.” 

- HCA Students 

The charter of the Academy allows enrollment of up to 220 students, and we hope to reach that goal in the near 
future. This would provide greater flexibility for more diverse academic offerings as well as a more stable financial 
base to support our efforts. Our enrollment is limited by the space, which is available to us under our agreement 
with Northeastern University. We continue to work in partnership with the University, the City of Boston and the 
Boston Public Schools to resolve our long-term facility issue.  Our continuing priority is to secure and develop a 
suitable home in close proximity to the Northeastern campus. 
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Staff Competency and Turnover 

This year, as part of the federal No Child Left Behind Act, HCa has begun to report on the certification and 
qualifications of its teaching staff. This year, HCa employed 22 teachers in both full-time and part-time teaching 
positions. All of these individuals hold Bachelor’s degrees, and more than half (55%) hold advanced degrees.  
The teachers at HCa have on average 8 years of teaching experience, and they have been with HCa for just over 
3 years. The ratio of students to classroom teachers at HCa is about 10:1.  This low ratio allows us to build the 

kind of school community where teachers know their students well. 

“HCa has lots of teachers who will 
help and support you. Don’t be 
afraid to ask them anything.” 

“There are lots of serious teachers, 
but the school can also be fun.” 

- HCA Students 

The No Child Left Behind Act requires HCa to report on the 
licensure status of its teachers. Sixteen of our 22 teachers (or 73%) 
hold current Massachusetts teaching licenses.  The remaining 6 
teachers (about 27%) taught under waivers of licensure granted by 
the Massachusetts Department of Education. All of these teachers 
who will continue at HCa in the 2003/2004 school year expect to 
receive their teaching licenses during the summer of 2003. 

This year HCa offered 59 courses in the core academic areas of 
English language arts, reading, math, science, history and world 
language. By the 2005/2006 school year the No Child Left Behind 
Act requires that all of these courses be taught by highly qualified 

teachers – those who hold a teaching license and have demonstrated competence in the subject areas they teach.  
At HCa, 38 of 59 core courses (or 64%) were taught by highly qualified teachers.  The balance of 21 courses 
(36%) were taught by individuals who are scheduled to receive their teaching licenses and/or demonstrate their 
subject area competence during the summer of 2003. 

Each year brings the departure of some members of the staff and the 
arrival of new individuals. This year the Academy welcomed three 
new people at the start of the year, two teachers in full-time positions, 
and one student support staff member, representing about 10% of staff 
for the year. As we close the year, we know that six of our staff 
members will not return for the 2003/2004 school year. Two teachers 
will return to graduate study, one has decided to travel and study in 
South America, and two are moving to other teaching positions in 
Boston that present opportunities for professional growth.  Even with 
three new teachers who will join us in September we are confident that 
our students will find a stable, dedicated and highly competent staff 
when they return in the fall. A roster of our faculty, with information 
about these transitions, is included as an appendix. 

Faculty Development 

Over the course of the year all HCa teachers are engaged in varied professional development activities according 
to their individual professional development plans. This year, HCa launched an important school-wide 
professional development effort, the Looking at Student Work process (LASW). Working with a facilitator and 
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trainer from the University of Massachusetts at Boston, the HCa faculty was trained in a collaborative process of 
examining student work over time. Four HCa teachers received supplemental training to serve as ongoing 
facilitators for the project. The entire faculty met monthly and small teacher collaboration groups met weekly to 
pursue the LASW process. The schoolwide effort supports three 
goals. It helps teachers to identify student needs. It allows 
assessment of individual student progress over time. And it 
provides an ongoing mechanism for teachers to reflect on the 
effectiveness of their teaching.  This will continue to be a major 
professional development initiative within the school during the 
2003-2004 school year.        

Parent/Guardian Involvement 

Each year the Academy creates a variety of opportunities for 
families to be involved in the life of the school.  Some activities are designed to be sure that parents have current 
information about the progress of their individual student. Two parent/teacher conference nights were held, one 
in the fall and one in the spring. These scheduled appointments allow parents to talk individually with each of the 
child’s teachers. Parents also received periodic written progress reports for their students, providing information 
about performance on homework, classwork, tests and projects. Parents of students at particular academic risk 
are included in the planning of a contract, which is designed to support the student’s success. Our goal is to be 
sure that parents have the information they need to support their child’s academic achievement. 

Other events are designed to provide information to families about 
activities of the school. The fall curriculum open house provides 
an opportunity for parents to learn about the curriculum and meet 
the HCa faculty. Frequent written communications are mailed to 
all families, and increasingly they are provided in both Spanish 
and English. Some activities are designed to assure that parents 
have a voice in the planning and policy development actions of the 
school. All parents are members of the Parent Council, which met 
three times during the year. The parent council provides a place 
for parents to interact with school leaders, to learn about activities 
of the school, and to help shape plans for the future. Two parents 
serve as a members of the Board of Trustees, providing a liaison 
between the Parent Council and the Board to assure that parent 

concerns are raised within our governing body. Finally, we create opportunities for parents to celebrate and 
showcase of their student’s talents and achievements, through the Holiday Jubilee and the Annual Celebration of 
Student Achievement in June. This year it was the Parent Council that organized the HCA Family Night Holiday 
Celebration, a pot-luck dinner held at Northeastern in December.  This festive event allowed families to share 
holiday foods and traditions, building a growing sense of community within HCa. Nearly 200 HCa family 
members attended! While we know there will always be room for improvement we are confident that we are 
creating the kind of partnership with parents that is essential to success for our students and our school.  
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Health Careers Academy 

Charting the Course for the 2003/2004 School Year 

Each year the Academy invests significant effort in the kind of reflection and analysis that helps us prioritize our 
academic, extracurricular, and organizational initiatives for the future. We seek to commit ourselves to the few 
things that are most important to reaching the goals and objectives we set for our students and our school. This 
year, as we begin the second five-year term of our charter, we will focus our attention on activities connected to 
the six goals outlined in our new accountability plan. 

Goal 1: Provide A Challenging and Differentiated Curriculum that Focuses on Literacy, Math, and 
Health 

•	 Invest in additional teaching faculty and graduate assistants to provide smaller class sizes, a lower student to 
teacher ratio, and more small group support in all math classes for grades nine through eleven. 

•	 Strengthen the involvement of the Northeastern University School of Education with the math department to 
provide graduate student support in HCa math classrooms, and to provide professional development and 
coaching with HCa math teachers. 

•	 In connection with the John D. O’Bryant African American Institute at Northeastern University, provide a 
semester-long college-level study skills, academic planning and organization seminar for HCa seniors. 

•	 Launch the HCa Internship Partners Council, funded by the Boston Foundation, to strengthen connections to 
community health care providers and greatly expand community service and internship opportunities for HCa 
students. 

•	 Building on successful pilot programs this year, incorporate first aid and CPR training into the health sciences 
curriculum for all grade 11 students, and incorporate the health professions speakers series into the health 
sciences curriculum for all students in grades nine and ten. 

•	 Continue the literacy and math initiatives that are now well underway, and continue the early implementation 
and assessment of the honors curriculum. 

Goal 2: Use Student Work and Data to Identify Student Needs, Improve Instruction, and Assess 
Progress 

•	 Complete the pilot implementation of the Progress Toward Standards assessment for measuring growth in 
ninth grade relative to MCAS math and English language arts standards. 

•	 Reach agreement about standardized tests for measuring baseline achievement and growth in upper grades 
and across the curriculum during the second term of our charter. 
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Goal 3: Focus professional development to offer teachers and administrators the skills they need to 
improve instruction. 

•	 With facilitation from the Northeastern University School of Education engage members of the HCa faculty in 
a year-long Teacher Inquiry Group to encourage more data driven instructional change.  The inquiry group 
will provide an opportunity for each teacher to identify a question from their own teaching practice, conduct 
simple classroom-based research and observation, test the impact of different teaching strategies, and share 
the results with the HCa community. 

•	 Expand the teacher mentoring program initiated this year to support new teachers. 

Goal 4: Identify and replicate best practices for instruction. 

•	 Continue implementation of the Looking At Student Work process, as the central school-wide professional 
development initiative. 

Goal 5: Align all resources with the instructional focus. 

•	 Continue the commitment to community based fundraising – including the Jazzfest II and a new HCa To 
Your Health Walk-a-thon. 

•	 Accelerate ongoing conversations with Mayor Menino, Northeastern University, and the Boston Public 
Schools to collaborate in the development of a permanent home for HCa on the main Northeastern campus. 

Goal 6: Engage families, community and partners to support the five-year strategic plan 

•	 Expand partnerships with local corporations and businesses to create opportunities for HCa students and 
provide critical financial and in-kind support to the school 

Conclusion 

Health Careers Academy approaches the second term of its charter with optimism and confidence.  We have 
spent five full years building a school that is worthy of the dreams that our students hold for their futures. We 
celebrate the hard work and commitment of all the people who helped to create HCa -- those who are with us 
today, and those who left their mark at HCa before moving on to pursue other personal and professional 
challenges. We have used the Horace Mann Charter School model to the best of its intent. HCa remains 
strongly connected to the Boston Public Schools, and to the work of finding solutions that can have broad impact 
within a challenged urban school district. And yet our school has benefited greatly from the staffing, fiscal and 
curricular autonomy that comes with our charter school status and our independent Board of Trustees.  We stand 
now on a strong foundation, ready to move forward to realize our mission. While we celebrate the achievements 
of our students and our school, we are always mindful of how far we still must go to reach our goals.  And we 
stand united as a school community to get there. 
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Appendix One 
About Our School 

Overview 
The Health Careers Academy is a Horace Mann Charter School serving students who aspire to careers in the 
health professions. The Academy enrolls approximately 181 students in grades nine through twelve and is located 
on the campus of Northeastern University. 

Eligibility 
The Academy accepts students in grades nine through eleven who are residents of Boston.  Students are 
accepted without regard to prior academic achievement. 

Enrollment Process 
The annual enrollment lottery is held in March of each year. Students are entered in the lottery only if they have 
completed the HCa written application and attended a scheduled information session to learn more about the 
school. First priority is given to siblings of currently enrolled HCa students. Second priority is given to students 
who are enrolled in the Boston Public Schools. Third priority is given to students who are enrolled in other 
schools in Boston, or who are entering the city for the first time. If there are more applicants than available 
spaces, a ranked waiting list is maintained. When spaces become available, students are invited to enroll in the 
order they were placed on the waiting list. 

The Academy holds at least three public information sessions each year for prospective students and their 
families. If necessary, additional information sessions or meetings are held for students who apply after the annual 
lottery. Students find out about the school through direct mailings to eighth grade students, through mailings sent 
to middle school guidance counselors, and through school choice information prepared by the Boston Public 
Schools.  

The Academy received 160 applications for the 2002/2003 school year. Of these, 44 were accepted and 116 
were placed on the waiting list. Many more applications are received after the lottery, particularly after the close 
of the school year. A subsequent lottery is held each August to add these students to the active wait list.  

Grade 9 Grade 10 Grade 11 Grade 12 
Current Year Applicants 146 8 6 0 
Enrolled Before Year End 44 0 0 0 
Total Year End Wait List 102 101 32 21 

School Year 
The Academy followed the Boston Public Schools calendar for the 2002/2003 school year and will do so again 
in 2003/2004. School will open on September 3, 2003 and will end on June 23, 2004, or on day 180 if school 
cancellations require extension of the school year.  A three-day new student orientation will be held in August.        

School Day 
During the 2002/2003 school year Academy students attended classes from 7:30 until 2:30 each day except 
Wednesdays, when the school day ended at 1:30. The Academy expects to follow the same school day in the 
2003/2004 school year. 
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Appendix Two 
About Our Students 

Enrollment Race/Ethnicity 
41 Grade 9 Students 75% African American 
44 Grade 10 Students 16% Latino 
56 Grade 11 Students 4% Caucasian 
40 Grade 12 Students 4% Asian 

1% Other 

Linguistic Minority Residence 
41 Students whose native or dominant 36% Dorchester 

language is not English 18% Roxbury 
13% Mattapan 

18% Spanish 11% Hyde Park 
7% Haitian Creole 8% Roslindale 
8% Cape Verdean 14% Other Boston Neighborhoods 
9% Other - Arabic, Vietnamese, Albanian, 

Somali 

Gender Economics 
23% Male 46% Eligible for Free Lunch 
77% Female 17% Eligible for Reduced Price Lunch 

Average Daily Attendance 
171 Students 

Average Daily Enrollment 
181 Students 

Average Attendance Rate 
95% 

Individual Education Plans 
0 Prototype .1 
11 Prototype .2 
3 Prototype .3 
0 Prototype .4 

These students are supported by our Special 
Education teacher and are included in the regular 
education classroom, along with many others 
who have special learning needs. 

Suspensions 
31 Out of School Suspensions 
0 In School Suspensions 
26 Students Suspended 
90 Days of Suspension 

Withdrawals 
1 Graduated in December 
7 Transferred to Other BPS Schools 
1 Transferred to a Private School 
1 Withdrew to Home School 
3 Withdrew Without Transfer to Another 
School 
4 Relocated Outside Boston 
8 Enrolled but Never Attended 
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Appendix Three 
About Our Graduates 

The Health Careers Academy graduated 38 students on June 10, 2003 in a ceremony held in the Blackman 
Auditorium on the campus of Northeastern University. These students participated in a variety of college 
exploration activities and were supported in their application efforts with a college writing course in the fall.  This 
year 97% of our graduates plan to pursue higher education in the fall. Most, 65% will attend four year colleges 
and universities. Many will be the first from their family to graduate from high school and move on to college. 

HCa students will be matriculating at the following colleges and universities in the fall of 2003: 

• Bridgewater State College • Massachusetts Bay Community College 
• Bunker Hill Community College (6) • Massachusetts College of Liberal Arts 
• Dudley University • Newbury College 
• Eastern Nazarene College (2) • Northeastern University (3) 
• Fischer College (2) • Quincy Community College 
• Fitchburg State College • Salem State College (5) 
• Harding University • Stillman College 
• Johnson and Wales University • University of Massachusetts – Amherst (7) 
• Lasell College • University of Massachusetts – Boston 

HCa students were also accepted at the following colleges, universities and higher education programs: 

• Albright University • Massachusetts College of Pharmacy 
• American International College • Michigan State University 
• Boston University • Mount Ida College 
• Becker College • Norfolk State College 
• Bentley College • Pace University 
• Brandeis University • Pine Manor College (4) 
• Bridgewater State College • Quinnipiac College 
• Clark Atlanta (2) • Regis College 
• College of the Holy Cross • Roxbury Community College 
• Emmanuel College (2) • Simmons College (2) 
• Fitchburg State College • Suffolk University 
• Framingham State College • University of Massachusetts – Dartmouth 
• Gordon College • University of New Hampshire 
• Hampton University (2) • University of Rhode Island 
• Manhattan College • Worcester State College 
• North Shore Community College • Xavier University 

We are impressed by the commitment our graduates have shown to further their education. We applaud their 
focus and the effort expended toward reaching their goals.  We believe that they have set a high standard for 
those who will follow in their footsteps. 
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Appendix Four 
About Our Faculty and Staff 

The members of the faculty and staff of the Health Careers Academy are our greatest strength. They bring a rich 
diversity of life and work experiences to our school community. They share a common passion for urban 
education and a commitment to the success of our students and our school. 

Science and Technology 

Kelly Corrigan has been with HCa since 1997.  She earned a B.A. in English at Assumption College in 
Worcester, and has completed the Extended Teacher Education Masters Program at the University of Southern 
Maine in the Science in teaching and learning. She also pursued graduate work in software engineering at 
Northeastern University. She currently teaches Technology at the academy and also teaches technology at Salem 
State graduate school. 

Seneca King joined the Academy in 1997 to teach Biology. She is a highly qualified teacher who holds 
certification in General Biology and Advanced Placement Biology. She is also currently pursuing certification in 
chemistry. Ms. King earned a Bachelor’s degree in Natural Science and Social Science, as well as a 
Postgraduate Diploma in Education (special emphasis Science) from the University of the West Indies, Barbados.  
She earned a Master’s degree in Educational Psychology from Andrews University in Michigan. She has earned a 
post-graduate certificate in Biology from Boston University, is a Harvard University teacher-fellow, and is a lead 
teacher/mentor in the Boston Public Schools. Ms. King has taught at the high school and college levels in 
Barbados as well as the United States. When not studying and /or teaching, Ms. King is actively involved in her 
church. She enjoys, traveling, music, gardening, sewing, and cooking and loves the great outdoors. 

Lara Walleston joined HCa as an AmeriCorps student teacher in 2001 while she was still an undergraduate at 
Northeastern University. She began her teaching career in Biology and Chemistry, and then expanded as a long 
term substitute in Earth Science and Physics classes in 2002. She is now a highly qualified full-time teacher with a 
teaching certificate in Biology, and a Bachelor’s degree in Biology , with magna cum laude honors.  She currently 
teaches Biology and Honors Biology.  Ms. Walleston has also served as the Summer Transition School 
Coordinator and teacher, and spent many hours (and shared many pizzas) after school as the MCAS Support 
Program Coordinator.  When Ms. Walleston is not busy teaching, she enjoys cooking, movies, hanging out with 
friends, and of course, a nice cold Pepsi. 

Shari Weaver joined the HCa staff in 2000 and has taught grade nine and grade twelve physics, and Advanced 
Placement Biology.  Mrs. Weaver is a highly qualified teacher who is licensed to teaching Biology.  She received 
her Bachelor's Degree in Marine Biology at the University of California at Santa Cruz and her Master's Degree in 
Biology at Boston University. She expects to receive her physics teaching license in the summer of 2003.  She is 
currently seeking a CAGS degree in School Administration with the intention of supporting teachers in curriculum 
development in the sciences. Before teaching, Mrs. Weaver worked for over ten years in several positions at a 
religious social service agency.  Mrs. Weaver also holds a prominent position in her church as Worship Leader 
and Adult Sunday School Teacher. In her free time, Mrs. Weaver enjoys reading, hiking, checking out the tide 
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pools, and spending time with her family. Shari will be missed from the HCa community when she leaves to 
pursue other teaching opportunities in Boston at the end of the 2003 school year. 

Health Education and Health Careers 

George Alvarez came to HCa in 2000 to teach health education and health careers. He holds a Bachelors 
degree in Health Education from the University of Massachusetts at Lowell, and Masters degrees in Education 
and Management from Cambridge College. He is certified to teach health education and business.  In addition to 
his teaching, Mr. Alvarez has coordinated the HCa health careers internship program. He enjoys teaching and 
learning Jujitsu, conducting training with hospitals and health centers around the globe, and vacationing with his 
family. 

Lorna Mathieu is the ninth and eleventh grade health teacher at Health Careers Academy. Ms. Mathieu 
previously worked with HCa as a Biology teacher. Before coming to HCa Ms. Mathieu taught General Science 
at Roxbury Preparatory Charter School.  Ms. Mathieu received her B.S. in Physical Therapy from Northeastern 
University and Masters of Arts and Teaching in Biology from Northeastern University. Ms. Mathieu is also a 
Martin Luther King Fellow. She will leave HCa at the end of the 2003 school year to pursue graduate studies in 
physical therapy. 

World Language 

Julie Caldarone joined HCa in 2000 to teach Spanish. Ms. Caldarone is a highly qualified teacher who is 
certified to teach Spanish in grades 5 through 12. She holds a Bachelors Degree from Northeastern University in 
International Business Administration, an MBA from Suffolk University, and a Master of Arts in Teaching from 
Simmons College. Ms. Caldarone spent 15 years in the financial industry before becoming a mid-career 
professional in teaching. She is a member of the HCa Board of Trustees and serves as Advisor to Spanish Club. 
Outside of HCa Ms. Caldarone enjoys volunteering with Junior Achievement, playing piano, traveling, walking, 
reading, biking. 

Cara Livermore-Alba has been teaching at the Academy since 1999. She received her Bachelor’s Degree 
from The University of Wisconsin-Madison in English and Spanish, and her Master's Degree in Education from 
Harvard University. She is certified to teach English and Spanish.  Ms. Livermore-Alba has also taught ESL both 
in Boston and abroad. She is passionate about the exploration of culture and brings this love to HCa by leading 
a Spanish Club and a Language and Cultural Studies Program in Mexico. When school is not in session Ms. 
Livermore-Alba is most likely out of the country dancing Salsa and looking for new materials for her classroom.  
Ms. Livermore-Alba will leave HCa at the end of the 2002/2003 school year to continue her teaching elsewhere 
in Boston. 

Social Studies 

Angela Hedley began her teaching career at HCa in 2001 teaching History and Economics. Angela holds 
herself as an educator dedicated to making social studies interesting, informative and interactive. Ms. Hedley is a 
highly qualified teacher who holds a Bachelor's Degree in Economics from the State University of New York at 
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Buffalo and a Master's degree in Secondary History Education from Northeastern University. She is currently 
certified in History grades 8-12.  Last year Ms. Hedley assisted the HCa Step Team and led a Step Dance 
advisory. She also teaches for Balfour Academy at Northeastern University during the summer. 

Stanley Porter joined HCa in 1998 to teach History. He holds Bachelor’s degrees in Sociology and African 
Studies.  While at HCa he has hosted student teachers from Northeastern University, assisting in the training of 
future educators. Stanley is considering using his partnership with Northeastern to further his own education. Mr. 
Porter is a highly qualified teacher with licensure in social studies.  A lover of the arts, he conducted the HCa 
gospel choir for the past three years, performed at the school’s successful Jazzfest, and established his own 
recording label. Mr. Porter also enjoys cooking, physical fitness, and pursing his spiritual development. 

English Language Arts 

Edith Fenton is certified in English and Social Studies. Ms. Fenton joined the Academy in 1998, teaching full 
time for four years with a focus on the ninth grade English curriculum. She has taught for more than twenty years.  
Ms. Fenton received her Bachelor’s degree from George Washington University and her Master’s from 
Columbia University’s Teacher’s College. Her specialty is literature. Though Ms. Fenton retired from the Boston 
Public Schools in 2002, she Fenton continues to work with HCa on a part-time basis in the areas of  Reading, 
SAT Preparation and Teacher Mentoring. 

Kevin Hommes came to HCa for the 2002/2003 school year after teaching for two years at Boston High 
School. He teaches eleventh grade English and also enjoys participating in after-school activities with students.  
In the past he has led an outdoor club called S.H.I.F.T. and has coached soccer. He is a highly qualified teacher 
who is licensed to teach high school English.  He received his undergraduate degree in English and Education from 
Calvin College in Grand Rapids, MI. When he isn't teaching, he enjoys photography, running, hiking, skiing, and 
of course reading. Since moving to Boston three years ago, he has now lived on both coasts and in all four time 
zones in the United States. Mr. Hommes will leave HCa at the end of the 2003 school year to travel and study in 
Latin America. 

Mia Manduca joined the Academy in 1997 to teach English. She is a highly qualified teacher who holds a 
Bachelor’s Degree in English and Art from the University of Massachusetts at Boston, and a Master’s degree in 
Counseling Psychology from the Harvard University Graduate School of Education. Before coming to HCa she 
taught for many years at Cambridge Rindge and Latin high school.  She is currently certified in high school 
English, and has also been certified to teach Art, French and German. She particularly loves teaching classic 
literature and writing. For several years she has served as the Senior Class Advisor.  Ms. Manduca also teaches 
writing and English at the Boston University Upward Bound program. When not teaching, she enjoys gardening, 
reading, biking, and traveling. 

Lani Radack came to HCa in 2001 to teach English. She holds a Bachelors degree in Sociology and Women's 
Studies from Skidmore College, where she graduated Summa Cum Laude and Phi Beta Kappa. Lani is certified 
as a Middle School Generalist and a Secondary English teacher. She previously taught middle school English and 
Social Studies in Western Massachusetts and also worked as a community health educator at schools and DYS 
facilities throughout Metro Boston. She particularly loves teaching reading and critical thinking skills. Through the 
Massachusetts Safe Schools Initiative, Lani helped to secure funds for HCA's Gay/Straight Alliance.  When not 
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teaching, Lani loves relaxing with her cat Nellie, dancing, writing and performing. She performs at local "poetry 
slams" and was nominated for two Cambridge Poetry Awards. Lani will leave the Academy in June 2003 to 
begin her graduate studies in Early Childhood Education at Wheelock College. 

Laurie Saia  joined the Academy part-time in 2001 to teach Reading.  She holds a Bachelor's Degree in English 
from Northeastern University and is licensed to teach high school English.  She particularly loves teaching 
modern American literature and writing. While not teaching, she is working on publishing her own novel. Laurie 
will leave the Academy at the end of the 2003 school year to pursue a full time teaching position in Boston. 

Andrew Zwart arrived at Health Careers Academy in the fall of 2001 after attending Calvin College in Grand 
Rapids, Michigan. At Calvin, he studied English and History (both fields in which he is highly qualified to teach) 
as well as Education. During this time, he received both an award for philosophy in education as well as one for 
being an outstanding student teacher. Andrew is an avid reader who is interested in contemporary fiction and 
linguistics. When he is not teaching or reading, he enjoys playing music, watching movies and spending time with 
his wife. 

Mathematics 

Sam DePina began teaching mathematics with HCa part-time in 2001 and joined us full-time in 2002.  He 
teaches geometry and works with students and families on issues of behavior and discipline, as the Dean of 
Students. Mr. DePina attended the Jeremiah E. Burke High School in Dorchester, and after completing high 
school in 1992 he went on to complete a Bachelor’s degree in Economics and a Master’s degree in Education at 
the University of Massachusetts at Boston. He expects to receive his mathematics certification in the summer of 
2003. Mr. DePina has also completed a principal preparation program, the Principal Residency Network 
through Northeastern University. Mr. DePina loves to educate young adults and is active in his community. He 
was recently elected a board member to the Cape Verdean Community Task Force, a non-profit organization. 

Frank Harris  came to the Academy in 1998 teaching mathematics and technology.  He is a highly qualified 
teacher with certification in math. He holds a Bachelors degree in Business Administration and a Master’s degree 
in Economics from Northeastern University. He has also pursued Doctoral studies in Economics and continues to 
expand his background studying mathematics at Harvard University. Prior to coming to HCa he taught Statistics, 
Economics and Business Cycle Forecasting at Northeastern, and worked as a consultant doing market research 
and polling. He currently teaches grade nine Algebra and a grade twelve Health Statistics course that he 
developed for the school. He is a member of the Boston Public Schools Math Leadership Team. Frank enjoys 
coaching baseball and is very active in leadership of the Winthrop Little League.  He has also coached the boys 
and girls basketball teams at HCa. He helped to organize and is currently director of the Massachusetts Charter 
School Basketball league. 

Raza Syed started his career with HCa in the year 2000.  Since then he has taught courses in geometry, calculus 
and physics. His credentials include a Bachelor’s degree in Electrical Engineering and three Master’s degrees in 
the areas of Mathematics, Physics, and Electrical Engineering, all from Ohio University.  Currently, he is working 
on his Ph.D. in Theoretical Particle Physics at Northeastern University. He expects to receive his teaching license 
in mathematics and physics in the summer of 2003. Mr. Syed is a three-time recipient of the Lawrence Award 
for Excellence in Teaching at Northeastern University. He also teaches mathematics at Northeastern 
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University's Boston Summer Advanced math program and physics at Boston University Upward Bound Summer 
program. 

Erika Walker joined the Academy in 2002 to teach mathematics.  She holds a Bachelor’s degree in 
Mathematics and Economics from Simmons College and expects to receive her mathematics teaching license in 
the summer of 2003. Ms. Walker teaches in the HCa after-school MCAS preparation program during the 
school year, and in the academic support program and Children’s Hospital during the summer. She is a 
dedicated runner who completed the Boston Marathon for the first time in 2003. 

Student Support 

Luella Ferrill Carter is our Clinical and Academic Coordinator for juniors and seniors.  Mrs. Carter is a 
licensed social worker who has been working with adolescents for many years. She joined the Academy at its 
inception in September 1995. Mrs. Carter holds a Bachelor’s degree in Psychology from the University of the 
District of Columbia and a Master’s degree in Social Work from Simmons College. Mrs. Carter has been the 
central resource for college advising for senior students and families. 

June Jacquard joined the Academy in September 2000 as our Special Education Coordinator.  Ms. Jacquard 
has worked in special education for more than 15 years, in inclusion, resource room, and substantially-separate 
settings. She holds a Bachelors degree in Education from the University of Nebraska at Omaha and is now 
pursuing a Masters in Education Administration at Cambridge College. 

Rosalinda Midence joined the Academy in September 2002 as a Staff Assistant for Student Affairs. Ms. 
Midence holds a Liberal Arts Associates degree from the University of Massachusetts and will return to her 
higher education studies in September 2003. Prior to joining HCa she worked for eleven years within the Boston 
Public Schools, in a variety of administrative, outreach, translation, and student support functions.  Outside of 
work she is involved in volunteer counseling work with homeless families and high risk teens, and she enjoys 
bowling. 

Carmen Calderon O'Hara joined the Academy in 1997 as a Student Support Services Coordinator. She 
holds a Bachelor's Degree in Psychology from the University of Massachusetts at Amherst and a Masters degree 
in Social Work from Boston College. She is a licensed social worker and is currently awaiting certification as a 
School Adjustment Counselor/School Social Worker. Ms. Calderon O'Hara will be pursuing a C.A.G.S in 
School Guidance Counseling at the University of Massachusetts at Boston in September 2003. 

Administration 

Diane Bassett is the Coordinator of Planning and Development and has worked with HCa on a part-time basis 
since its inception as a pilot school. She served on the original planning committee for the school, spent a year as 
Acting Director and has been an integral member of the administration team. She holds a Bachelor’s degree in 
Economics and International Relations from Tufts University and a Master’s degree in Public Health from the 
University of California at Berkeley. Diane enjoys following the Red Sox, working with stained glass, reading, 
and doing almost anything with her kids. 
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Albert Holland joined HCa as the Executive Director/Headmaster of HCa in August 2001. Mr. Holland is an 
experienced educator with more then twenty-five years experience with the Boston Public Schools. He holds a 
state certification as a principal and superintendent. Prior to coming to HCa Mr. Holland served as the Assistant 
Headmaster at South Boston High School, Headmaster of the Jeremiah E. Burke High School, Assistant 
Superintendent for High Schools, and Executive Assistant to the Chief of Staff in the Superintendent’s Office. Mr. 
Holland has been the recipient of numerous education and community awards for his achievements. In 1990 
Readers Digest named him An American Hero in Education for his leadership at the Burke High School. He 
holds a Bachelor’s degree in Theology and Education from Berkshire Christian College, a Master’s degree in 
Criminal Justice Administration from Northeastern University, and an honorary Doctor of Public Service from 
New England Law School. 

Peggy Pickering has worked in education for the many years, in both teaching and administrative capacities.  
She holds a Bachelor’s degree from the University of Michigan. She has been with the Academy since its 
inception. Ms. Pickering currently serves as the Program Director for HCa, a position she has held since 
September of 2001. Prior to her current positions Ms. Pickering spent a year as Interim Director of the School, 
and five years as Executive Administrative Assistant. 

Caren Walker joined the Academy in 2001 as the Assistant Headmaster with a focus on Curriculum and 
Instruction. She has 14 years experience as an educator in the Boston Public Schools. Before coming to HCa 
she taught math and science to middle school students and held curriculum leadership positions in math and 
science. She holds a Master's Degree in Education and a Bachelor's Degree in Science from the University of 
Massachusetts at Amherst. She is currently completing the final stages of her doctoral work at the University of 
Massachusetts in Boston, in the Leadership in Urban Schools program.  She holds a teaching certification in 
science, as well as administrative certifications as supervisor/director (all levels), and principal/assistant principal 
(all levels). When not working, she enjoys traveling with her family, reading, and exercising. 

Hilary White joined the Academy in August 2001 as staff assistant. Ms White received her Bachelor’s degree 
from Northeastern University College, where she majored in Health Care Management. Her professional 
specialization is in community health.  Ms. White is pursing a Masters in Ministry. She has a special interest in 
group dynamics and enjoys reading and sewing. 
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Appendix Five 
About Our Board of Trustees 

The Health Careers Academy is governed by a Board of Trustees that broadly represents the members of the 
HCa community. During the 2002-2003 school year there were fourteen trustees.  The Board meets in 
scheduled session ten times each year, on the second Wednesday of each month from 6:00-8:00 PM.  Meetings 
are open to the public and are held in room 421 Hayden Hall on the Northeastern University campus.  Members 
serve two-year terms.  Faculty, staff, student and parent representatives are selected by their peers. Other 
members are appointed by the Chairperson following an open nomination and voting process.  

Name Expiration of Term 
Office Affiliation Committees 

Ms. Julie Caldarone HCa World Language Teacher 2004 
Mr. Edward Downie Community Member 2003 

Social Worker Finance Committee 

Mr. Elmer Freeman Executive Director Permanent Appointment 
Chairman Center for Community Health Evaluation Committee 

Education, Research and Service 

Ms. Angela Hedley HCa History Teacher 2004 
Mr. Albert Holland Executive Director/Headmaster Permanent Appointment 

Health Careers Academy 
Mr. Tom Kieffer Executive Director 2003 

Southern Jamaica Plain Health Center 
Ms. Valerie Lake-Hart Parent Representative 2003 

Mr. Vincent Lee Independent Consultant 2003 
Treasurer Finance and Accounting Evaluation Committee 

Finance Committee 
Ms. Katherine McDonough Senior Clinical Information Specialist 2004 

McKesson Health Solutions 
Mr. Albert Montgomery HCa Parent 2003 

Boston Police Officer 
Mr. Fundador Morales, III HCa Grade 11 Student 2004 
Mr. Peter Roby Director 2004 

Center for the Study of Sport in Society 
Ms. Latasha Ruffin HCa Grade 12 Student 2003 
Ms. Mary Watson Dean, Bouve School of Health Professions, 2004 

Northeastern University 
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Appendix Six 
Promotion and Graduation Requirements 

The Academy has established a rigorous, college preparatory curriculum as the standard for all students.  When 
needed, we make adjustments to the sequence of courses to accommodate the readiness and skills of individuals. 
All students, however, are held to the same promotion and graduation standards. 

Health Careers Academy Standard Curriculum 

Grade 9 Grade 10 Grade 11 Grade 12 
Core Academic Courses 

English 
World History 1 
Integrated Science 
Integrated Math 1 

English 
World History 2 
Biology 
Integrated Math 2 

English 
US History 
Chemistry 
Advanced Algebra or 
Pre-Calculus 

English 
History Seminar 
Physics or Anatomy 
Health Statistics or Calculus 

Required Courses 

Health Education 
Technology 
Physical Education 

Health Careers 
World Language 1 
Physical Education 

Health Ethics 
World Language 2 

Medical Terminology 
Senior Seminar 

Elective Courses 

The balance of the academic program, especially in grades 11 and 12, includes elective courses that vary 
from year to year based on student and faculty interest. 

Graduation Requirements 
•	 Students must pass all core and required courses with a grade of 60 or higher in order to graduate. 
•	 Failure of elective courses will not affect a student’s graduation but will adversely affect the grade point 

average. 

Promotion Requirements 
•	 Students must pass at least three of four core academic courses by August of each year in order to be 

promoted to the next grade level. We believe that failure of core academic courses is a strong indicator that a 
student is not yet ready to pursue the curriculum that is expected in the next year.  

•	 Students who have failed two or more core academic courses at the end of August will be retained and will 
repeat all courses for that grade level. 

•	 Failure of required courses may also result in retention, especially if the next course depends on knowledge or 
skills from the failed course, and especially if a student has also failed a core academic course. These 
situations require individual discussion and decisions. 

The Academy shares these standards with students and parents to gain their support, and will use them with 
college admissions counselors to promote understanding of our rigorous academic program. 
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Appendix Seven 

HCa Accountability Plan: September 1998 – June 2003 

These objectives and related performance standards were established to guide our work during the first five years 
of our charter. 

STUDENT ACADEMIC PERFORMANCE 

Objective 1: HCa will prepare and graduate skilled readers 

Performance Standard 1 
By the end of year five (June 2003), 90 percent of all HCa grade 12 students will perform in level two or better 
on the reading portion of the MCAS examination. 

Performance Standard 2: 
By the end of year five (June 2003), 90 percent of all HCa graduates will read at tenth grade level or better as 
measured by the SRI assessment test. 

Performance Standard 3: 
Each year, each cohort of HCa students in grades nine through eleven will demonstrate improvement of at least 
10 percentile points in their median percentile score on the reading portion of the Stanford 9 examination.  

Performance Standard 4: 
Each year, a smaller percentage of HCa students in each cohort in grades nine through eleven will perform in level 
one on the reading portion of the Stanford 9 examination, reaching a target of not more than 10% of Grade 11 
students by June 2003. 

Performance Standard 5: 
Each year, 90 percent of all HCa students will demonstrate improvement in reading proficiency of at least one 
grade level as measured by the SRI assessment test. 

Objective 2: HCa will prepare and graduate skilled writers. 

Performance Standard 1: 
By the end of year five (June 2003), 90 percent of HCa grade 12 students will perform in level two or better on 
the writing portion of the MCAS examination. 

Performance Standard 2: 
Each year, a smaller percentage of HCa grade 10 students will perform in level one on the writing portion of the 
MCAS examination. 
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Performance Standard 3: 
Using a writing assessment rubric created by HCa teachers, each year a higher proportion of HCa students in 
each grade level will reach the performance level of proficient. 

Objective 3: HCa will prepare and graduate students with strong math competency. 

Performance Standard 1: 
By the end of year five (June 2003), 90 percent of all HCa grade 12 students will perform in level two or better 
on the math portion of the MCAS examination. 

Performance Standard 2: 
By the end of year five (June 2003), 90 percent of all HCa graduates will take and pass pre-calculus.  

Performance Standard 3: 
Each year, each cohort of HCa students in grades nine through eleven will demonstrate improvement of at least 
10 percentile points in their median percentile score on the math portion of the Stanford 9 examination. 

Performance Standard 4: 
Each year, a smaller percentage of HCa students in each cohort in grades nine through eleven will perform in level 
one on the math portion of the Stanford 9 examination, reaching a target of not more than 10% of grade eleven 
students by June 2003. 

Objective 4: HCa will graduate students who are prepared for college.  

Performance Standard 1: 
By the end of year five (June 2003), 90% of HCa graduates will apply to four-year colleges. 

Performance Standard 2: 
By the end of year five (June 2003), 70% of HCa graduates will be accepted to four-year colleges.  

Performance Standard 3:

The median combined verbal and math SAT score for HCa grade 12 students will increase each year by at least 

50 points toward a combined median of 1000.


Objective 5: HCa will graduate students who have knowledge of diverse health careers 
pathways. 

Performance Standard 1:

By 2003, 90 percent of all HCa grade 12 students will pass with a grade of C or better a four semester course 

sequence in health education and health careers. 
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Performance Standard 2:

By June 2001, every HCa graduate will prepare and present to a group of faculty, staff and peers an independent 

research project on a health career or health care issue of his/her choice.


STUDENT NON-ACADEMIC PERFORMANCE  

Objective 1: HCa students will uphold high standards of behavior. 

Performance Standard 1: 
The number of out-of-school suspensions will decrease each year. 

Performance Standard 2: 
The number of incidents requiring intervention of NU or Boston police will decrease each year. 

Performance Standard 3: 
The number of students transferred out of HCa for safety/disciplinary reasons will decrease each year toward a 
goal of not more than 2 per year by 2003. 

Objective 2: HCa students will use health careers exploration activities to identify career 
options and define career interest. 

Performance Standard 1: 
By year 5 (June 2003), 75% of HCa seniors will have completed at least two health careers internships. 

Performance Standard 2: 
Each year 80 percent of HCa internship host sites will renew their participation for a subsequent internship cycle.  

Performance Standard 3: 
90% of HCa students who participate in internships will evaluate favorably their internship learning experience. 

Performance Standard 4: 
All HCa students who participate in internships will establish written learning goals prior to each internship 
experience. 

Performance Standard 5: 
All HCa students who participate in internships will be able to articulate in writing the knowledge and experience 
gained during their internship experience. 

Performance Standard 6: 
All HCa students will participate in at least one non-internship health exploration activity each year (i.e. CPR 
course, ER/Hospital visit, shadowship, health professions forum/workshop, health promotion/education volunteer 
activity, etc.). 
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Performance Standard 7: 
By June 2003, at least 50 percent of HCa graduates who have been accepted to college will identify a health 
profession (nursing, pharmacy, pre-med etc.) or related academic field (biology, chemistry, biotechnology etc.) as 
their intended major. 

Objective 3: HCa will engage students in after-school and summer extracurricular 
activities that promote leadership and youth development. 

Performance Standard 1: 

The number of HCa students who participate regularly in at least one HCA-sponsored after-school activity will 
increase by at least 5% each year, toward a goal of 80 percent participation among all students. 

Performance Standard 2: 
Every year on the annual student survey, a higher proportion of HCa students will evaluate favorably their HCA-
sponsored extracurricular activities. 

FISCAL MANAGEMENT 

Objective: The Academy will be a responsible financial organization. 

Performance Standard 1: 
The Academy will operate within the limits of its funds from all sources in every fiscal year.  

Performance Standard 2: 
The Academy will complete a satisfactory independent financial audit each year. 

Performance Standard 3: 
The Academy will succeed in its efforts to raise supplemental funds from private and public sources.  

STUDENT ENROLLMENT/DAILY ATTENDANCE 

Objective: The Academy will manage enrollment and attendance to assure maximum 
opportunity for interested students. 

Performance Standard 1: 
HCa will maintain enrollment within 2% of the enrollment target established each year with the Boston Public 
Schools. 
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Performance Standard 2: 
HCa will maintain an active waiting list of not less than 10% of targeted enrollment for grades nine through eleven.  

Performance Standard 3: 
HCa will maintain average daily attendance in excess of 95%. 

Performance Standard 4: 
Transfers/Withdrawals from the Academy to other schools in the Boston area will not exceed 5 percent in any 
school year. 

SCHOOL GOVERNANCE AND MANAGEMENT 

Objective: The Academy Board of Trustees will actively support the development and 
implementation of the school program. 

Performance Standard 1: 
The HCa Board of Trustees will conduct a formal evaluation of the Director every year. 

Performance Standard 2: 
The HCa Board of Trustees will meet with a quorum of members present not less than 10 times per year. 

Performance Standard 3: 
No member of the HCa Board of Trustees will miss more than two meetings in any school year.  

Performance Standard 4: 
The Board of Trustees will approve an operating budget and program for the Academy not later than June 30 of 
each school year. 

Performance Standard 5: 
The Board of Trustees will approve and submit an annual report of operations to the Department of Education in 
August of each school year. 

STAFF DEVELOPMENT AND COMPETENCY 

Objective: The Academy will support the professional growth of each staff member 
in ways that are consistent with mission of the school. 

Performance Standard 1: 
All HCa staff members will develop and secure the Director’s approval of an annual professional development 
plan within the first two months of each school year. 
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Performance Standard 2: 
All HCa staff members will pursue professional development activities each year consistent with the priorities, 
needs and interests identified in their individual professional development plans. 

Performance Standard 3: 
All HCa staff members will receive a formal written performance evaluation not less than annually.  

PARENT/GUARDIAN INVOLVEMENT 

Objective: The Academy will build strong home/school partnerships to support 
the success of every HCa students. 

Performance Standard 1: 
By the end of year 5 (June 2003) the leadership, administration, and initiative for the Parent’s Forum will come 
from parents and guardians, not HCa staff members. 

Performance Standard 2: 
Each year the proportion of parents who attend parent/teacher conferences will increase toward a goal of 80% in 
grades 9 and 10, and 60 % in grades 11 and 12. 
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Health Careers Accountability Plan: 

2003 - 2008


The following goals and objectives were established in the application for renewal of the HCa charter, and will 
guide our work from September of 2003 through June of 2008. 

Goal 1: Provide A Challenging and Differentiated Curriculum that 
Focuses on Literacy, Math, and Health 

By the end of year five (June 2008), 90% of all HCA grade 12 students will perform in level two or better on the 
reading and math portion of the MCAS examination. 

By the end of year five (June 2008), 90% of HCA graduates will take and pass a four-year course sequence in 
the health sciences. 

Goal 2: Use Student Work and Data to Identify Student Needs, 
Improve Instruction, and Assess Progress 

By the end of year five (2008) all HCA teachers will implement the Looking at Student Work process during their 
collaboration planning time. 

Goal 3: Focus professional development to offer teachers and 
Administrators the skills they need to improve instruction. 

By June 2008, all the teachers will be trained in Looking at Student Work (LASW) and Literacy Across the 
Curriculum model. 

By June 2008, all Math teachers will be trained in the BPS Math Plan. 

By June 2008, all English teachers will be trained in the Reader’s and Writer’s Workshop 

By June 2004, all of administrators will be trained to utilize the Research for Better Teaching model for 
supervision and evaluation practices. 
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Identify and replicate best practices for instructionGoal 4:  

By June 2008, all faculty will regularly share best practices by grade level across subject areas. 

By June 2004, each teacher collaborative meeting will be used to share best teaching practices. 

Goal 5: Align all resources with the instructional focus. 

HCA will be a responsible financial organization operating within the limits of its means each year. 

Goal 6: Engage families, community and partners to support the Five-Year Strategic Plan 

The proportion of families who attend parent/teacher conferences and events will increase each year toward a 
goal of 80% in grades 9 and 10, and 60% in grades 11 and 12. 
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APPENDIX EIGHT 
Health Careers Academy 

Preliminary (Unaudited) Statement of Earnings - June 30, 2003 

Actual Budgeted 
Revenues 

Federal Entitlement Restricted $128,357 $131,550 
State Per Pupil Revenue Unrestricted $2,107,643 $2,085,840 
State Supplemental Aid Restricted $43,299 $30,503 
Private Grants Restricted $33,140 $25,000 
Private Grants Unrestricted $336 $0 
Private Donated Services Restricted $32,550 $32,550 
Private Other Income Restricted $1,557 $0 
Private Other Income Unrestricted $37,763 $0 

Total Revenues $2,384,645 $2,305,443 

Expenses 
Administrative Salary Expense $393,440 $356,695 
Instructional Salary Expense $1,100,491 $1,063,683 
Other Professional Salary Expense $151,694 $152,566 
Student Stipends $8,500 $0 
Employer FICA Expense $7,678 $1,140 
Insurance $212,797 $215,924 
Subcontracted Services BPS $79,800 $79,800 
Subcontracted Services NU $24,950 $21,000 
Subcontracted Services Other $72,270 $100,700 
Auditing fees $9,900 $8,000 
Legal and Consulting fees $500 $2,500 
Non Capital Equipment $7,482 $8,500 
Non Capital Computer Equipment $3,333 $20,250 
Equipment maintenance & repair $2,115 $0 
Telecommunications $5,083 $5,000 
Postage $3,912 $2,000 
Textbooks $5,929 $7,500 
Other program supplies $26,353 $10,000 
Printing $18,514 $9,000 
Memberships/Events/Donations $1,694 $0 
Staff Training & Conferences $8,525 $7,250 
Food $14,099 $3,000 
Student Transportation $105,279 $103,930 
Student Events & Activities $16,201 $8,400 
Rent & Utilities $112,550 $112,550 
Insurance $5,859 $6,000 
Miscellaneous Expenses $687 $0 

Total Expenses $2,399,635 $2,305,388 

Earnings (Loss) From Operations ($14,990) $55 
Depreciation expense ($2,495) $0 

Net earnings (loss) for period ($17,484) $55 
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APPENDIX NINE 

Health Careers Academy 
Preliminary (Unaudited) Balance Sheet for Period Ending June 30, 2003 

ASSETS 

Current Period Previous Period 
Current assets: 

Operating Cash Balance $189,416 $182,636 
Cash Held by Northeastern $0 $0 
Cash Held by CCHERS $30,668 $22,860 
Cash Held by CCE $252 ($1,798) 
Petty cash $400 $400 
Accounts Receivable Other $0 $4,303 
Total Current Assets $220,736 $208,400 

Fixed assets: 
Leasehold improvements $39,865 $39,865 
Less accumulated depreciation $31,589 $31,589 
Total Fixed Assets $8,276 $8,276 

Other assets: 
Equipment $21,272 $21,272 
Total Other Assets $21,272 $21,272 

Total Assets $250,284 $237,948 

LIABILITY AND SHAREHOLDER'S EQUITY 

Current liabilities: 
Northeastern Line of Credit $29,216 $30,706 
Accounts payable $1,248 $71 
Accrued Salary Expense $7,756 $7,756 
Deferred Revenue $20,236 ($14,575) 
Total Current Liabilities $58,456 $23,958 

Long term liabilities: $0 $0 

Shareholder's equity: 
Fund balance $209,313 $209,313 
Profit (loss) for period ($17,484) $4,677 
Total Shareholder's Equity $191,828 $213,990 

Total Liabilities and Shareholder's Equity $250,284 $237,948 
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Appendix Ten: HCa Organization Chart

 Health Careers Academy

2002-2003
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